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COURT ATTEMPTS TO STRIKE
A BALANCE BETWEEN
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN
RIGHTS AND STATE
SOVEREIGNTY WHILE
THOUSANDS FIGHT FOR
FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOM
By

ANDREA HUNWICK

The Dominican Republic may appear small - it is roughly double the size of
New Hampshire with a total population well under 10 million' - but the
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struggle of two young girls and their subsequent claim to the Inter-American
Court place the Dominican Republic at the forefront of an international debate weighing traditionally coveted principles of state sovereignty with more
modern concepts of international human rights.
In 1997, Dilcia Yean and Violeta Bosico, Dominican-born Haitians, requested
birth certificates from the Dominican Republic's civil registry.2 The girls
demonstrated that their mothers were Dominican and that they themselves
had been born in the Dominican Republic.
Nevertheless, the civil registry found their proof of Dominican birth inadequate for failure to submit substantial supporting documents and consequently
denied the request.' The denial ultimately led to Violeta's expulsion from
school, as a child cannot advance beyond the seventh grade in the Dominican
Republic without a birth certificate.'
In its 2005 decision, the Inter-American Court
Republic deprived the two girls of their rights
before the law, in violation of Articles 20 and 1(1)
vention on Human Rights and in violation of the
constitution. 6

found that the Dominican
to nationality and equality
of the Inter-American ConDominican Republic's state

The decision opposing Dominican treatment of Haitians launched an international debate involving questions of state sovereignty. Most notably it begged
the question: Can the international community dictate standards of nationality, to sovereign nation-states such as the Dominican Republic?
To fully appreciate the situation, it bears noting that Haitian migration to the
Dominican Republic began in the early 1800's.' The sugar industry thrived
on seasonal migrant labor brought, sometimes by force, from Haiti.8 Despite
their continued use as laborers in the Dominican Republic, there is a strong
racial and ethnic sentiment that separates Haitians from the majority
population. 9
At the same time, government officials refuse to recognize Haitian migrant
workers as nationals, and that illegal status passes to their Dominican-born
children, creating a permanent state of illegality for many Haitians."o A 2004
immigration law further complicated Haitians' claim to Dominican nationality
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by requiring persons of apparent Haitian descent to produce documents that
are not requested of others."
The Inter-American Court determined that the policy of prohibiting Dominican-born Haitians to register as citizens was invalid in large part because it
proved contrary to the principle of the jus soli (legal doctrine under which
nationality is determined by place of birth) laid out in Article 11 of the Dominican Republic Constitution.' 2
Whereas government officials cite to the "in transit" exception' 3 to citizenship
in the Dominican constitution to justify their citizenship practices (the presumption is that guest workers were never meant to remain in the country and
are thus in a permanent state of transit) , the Court held that the "in transit"
exception could not be read so broadly as to include all undocumented
migrants. i
The Dominican Ministry of foreign affairs called the Court's decision unacceptable and the nation's Vice President denied its validity.' In October
2005, the Dominican Senate issued a resolution rejecting the ruling of the
court and then almost immediately initiated a movement to amend the rule of
nationality from jus soli to jus sanguine (citizenship through blood) so that
Dominican nationality will pass exclusively to children of Dominican nationals." Furthermore, the Dominican Supreme Court upheld the 2004 immigration law which defined all undocumented immigrants as "in transit" despite
the Inter-American Court's ruling to the contrary. 18
Meanwhile, almost a year after the Court's demand that the Dominican Republic employ legislative and administrative measures to ensure the non-discriminatory issuance of birth certificates, nearly 30 percent of the Dominicanborn population remains without a birth certificate. 9
The Dominican Republic argues that pressure from the international community to recognize Dominican born Haitians as citizens, particularly the InterAmerican Court's interpretation of the Dominican constitution, intrudes upon
20
principles of national sovereignty.
However, the international community recognizes that state sovereignty is limited by relatively new principles of international law, especially where fundamental human rights are concerned.
In 1984, the Inter-American Court
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declared nationality as an "inherent right of all human beings" justifying international intervention to ensure the preservation of human rights.2 1 Furthermore, Article 20 of the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights
(Convention) 22 prescribes a fundamental right to nationality. 23 Moreover, the
Open Society Justice Initiative argues that the right to a nationality is an issue
of international human rights because the right is integral to the enjoyment of
almost all other rights.2 4
Dilcia and Violeta's experience mirrors that of almost a million Dominicanborn Haitians who also lack any form of identification. 25 As the international
community attempts to maintain a delicate balance between state sovereignty
and fundamental freedom, these people continue to live without a defined
nationality. Nationality meanwhile, according to the Inter-American Court, is
a human right that acts as "the gateway to the equal enjoyment of all rights." 26
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